What's Next Boomer Leadership Longevity Awards

2019
Paul DiCosmo (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
Jack York (Vision, Innovation & Service)
Ted Fischer (Vision & Technology)
Dr. Charlotte Yeh (Vision & Women in Leadership)
Gary Calligas (Media Innovation)
Susan Morisato (The Greg O’Neill Vision & Integrity Award)
WomenAgainstAlzheimer's (Media Innovation - Campaign)

2018
Sharon Emek (Women in Innovation and Entrepreneurship)
Susan Reinhard (Media and Innovation)
Lori Bitter (Integrity and Creativity)
Brewster Kahle & Mark Graham (Vision and Technology)
Tom Riley (Vision and Service)
George Yedinak (Leadership in Media)

2017
Lilian Myers (Leadership and Technology)
Susan Donley (Leadership and Media)
David Weigelt (Leadership, Innovation and Entrepreneurship)
Greg O’Neill (Leadership, Vision and Integrity)

2016
Ginna Baik (Leadership and Technology)
Marilyn Ditty (Leadership and Service)
Julie Halpert (Leadership and Media)
John Hopper (Leadership and Innovation)
Nancy LeaMond (Leadership, Vision and Integrity)

2015
Terry Clark (Leadership and Innovation)
Chris Downie (Leadership and Service)
Rachel Francine (Leadership and Technology)
Laurie Orlov (Leadership, Vision and Integrity)
Emilio Pardo (Leadership and Media)

2014
Jessie Brumbach (Leadership and Media)
Jim Firman (Leadership and Vision)
Jody Holtzman (Leadership and Vision)
David Inns (Leadership and Technology)
Purple Heart Homes (Leadership and Service)

2013
Alzheimer’s Association (Leadership and Creativity)
Scott Collins (Leadership, Vision and Integrity)
Mike Lee (Leadership and Technology)
Kathyrn Roberts (Leadership and Service)
Jerry Ruzicka (Leadership and Technology)

2012
Myrna Blyth (Leadership and Media)
Enid Borden (Leadership, Vision and Integrity)
Peter Radsliff (Leadership and Technology)
Loren Shook (Leadership and Service)
Bob Smith (Leadership and Creativity)

2011
Vint Cerf (Leadership and Technology)
Sandy Close (Leadership and Media)
Ken/Maddy Dychtwald (Leadership, Vision and Integrity)
Laura Mitchell (Leadership and Innovation)
John Rother (Leadership and Service)

2010
Mary Alexander (Leadership and Service)
Kevin Donnellan (Leadership, Vision and Media)
Liz Mitchell (Leadership and Creativity)
Stuart Rosenthal (Leadership and Media)
Jake Sigal (Leadership and Innovation)
John Williams (Leadership and Access)

2009
Joe Canella (Leadership and Service)
Guy Kawasaki (Leadership and Innovation)
Gary Moulton (Leadership and Technology)
Miriam Rivera (Leadership and Vision)